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Stabilization of a Riderless Bicycle
A Linear-Parameter-Varying Approach
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T

he bicycle provides transportation for leisure, recreation, and travel between home and work, throughout
the world, in big cities as well as in small villages, supporting human mobility for more than a century. In addition, this widespread vehicle probably is the least expensive
means of wheeled transportation.
The bicycle has a debatable origin. Some history books
speculate about Leonardo da Vinci’s 1490s drawings that
seem to depict a mechanical device with two wheels. The
first widely recognized early bicycle precursor, called
celerifere, a sort of toy of the French nobility built around
1790 by Comte Mede de Sivrac of France, was a wooden
scooter-like device with neither pedals nor steering. In
1817 the German Baron Karl von Drais developed the first
two-wheeled vehicle. This vehicle, called the draisine and
shown in Figure 1, has a steerable front wheel. To ride the
draisine, a human had to push it forward using his feet
against the ground. Not until in 1861 were rotary cranks
and pedals added to the front wheel of the draisine by the
French inventor Pierre Michaux. The name of this new
kind of vehicle was velocipede, which is Latin for fast foot,
although it was sometimes called boneshaker because of
the uncomfortable ride due to the wooden wheels and cobblestone-covered streets of the day. Indeed, driving the
velocipede, riders were able to experience the bicycle’s selfbalancing property, noticing that this two-wheeled vehicle
can balance itself when moving fast enough.
The bicycle was continually developed during the last
quarter of the 19th century and the 20th century, leading to
the high-performance modern device of today. An account
of bicycle evolution can be found in [1] as well as in the
Proceedings of the International Cycling History Conference,
held every year since 1990 [2].
The first qualitative analysis of bicycle balancing was
developed in 1869 [3], using analogies with an invertedpendulum model. A rigorous analysis of its dynamics was
given by Whipple in 1899 [4] and Carvallo in 1900 [5], where
the equations of motion linearized around the upright vertical equilibrium point are derived. This model was used to
show that two-wheeled vehicles are statically unstable like
an inverted pendulum but can balance themselves when
rolling forward in a proper speed range. This dynamic
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behavior, called self-stabilization, is the basis of the statement by Einstein that “Life is like a bicycle. To keep your
balance you must keep moving.”
Modeling, analysis, and control of bicycle dynamics has
been an attractive area of research in the last century as
well as in recent years. Although articles on bicycle modeling regularly appeared during the first half of the 20th century [6]–[9], bicycle dynamics has received renewed
attention since 1970, mainly due to the development of computers and software for numerical simulation.
Bicycle dynamics has attracted the attention of the automatic control research community because of its peculiar
features, such as, for example, the fact that it depends
strongly on the bicycle speed and that, under certain conditions, it exhibits both open right-half plane poles and
zeros [10], making the design of feedback controllers for
either balancing the bicycle in the upright position or
moving it along a predefined path a challenging problem.
In addition, the development of the motorcycle industry in
the last century has motivated researchers to develop controllers to improve handling and safety of motorcycles,
exploiting the results on the analysis of the bicycle

FIGURE 1 A wooden draisine with a dragon or reptile head, displayed at Deutsches Museum Verkehrszentrum, Munich, Germany. This vehicle, patented in 1817 in Germany, is the earliest
known two-wheeled vehicle resembling a bicycle. The front wheel
is steerable, but rotary cranks and pedals are not present, and
thus a person had to push his or her feet against the ground to
ride the draisine.
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dynamics. In fact, these two-wheeled vehicles share many
dynamic properties, among which self-stabilization [11]–
[13] is perhaps the most important.
A good deal of work on the modeling and analysis of
bicycle behavior has been conducted at Delft Bicycle
Dynamics Lab, leading to a benchmark model [14]–[16],
obtained by linearizing the motion equations for small
perturbations around the constant-speed straight-ahead
upright trajectory, which can be expressed by a family of
linear models parameterized by the bicycle speed. For this
reason, the bicycle behavior around the upright vertical
equilibrium point can be described through a linearparameter-varying (LPV) system. This kind of system can
be seen as a linear system where either the matrices of the
state equations or the coefficients of the difference equation relating the input and the output signals depend on
one or more scheduling variables, which are time-varying
parameters whose measurements are assumed to be available. The scheduling variable of the problem addressed in
this article is the bicycle speed.
Through the analysis of models of varying complexity,
interesting properties of the bicycle dynamics along with
the main difficulties met when controlling two-wheeled
vehicles are described in [10]. To design a controller that
allows the bicycle to track planar trajectories while maintaining balance, an input/output (I/O) feedback linearization approach is discussed in [17], while in [18] the design
of an I/O feedback control is described for bicycles equipped
with a balancer used to guarantee stability even when the
speed is zero. In [17] and [18] the effectiveness of the
designed controller is shown by means of simulated

examples, while fuzzy control algorithms based on fuzzy
sliding-mode control theory are used in [19] and [20] to
guarantee stability of a bicycle.
In this article, the LPV nature of the bicycle dynamics is
exploited to design a control system that automatically balances a riderless bicycle in the upright position. More precisely, the problem is formulated as the design of an LPV
state-feedback controller that guarantees stability of this
two-wheeled vehicle when the speed varies within a given
range and its derivative is bounded. Moreover, the performance of the designed controller is tested on the prototype
depicted in Figure 2, built at ABB Corporate Research,
Baden, Switzerland, in collaboration with the Dipartimento
di Automatica e Informatica of Politecnico di Torino, Italy.

BICYCLE MODELING
For analysis and design purposes, we consider the bicycle
model presented in [14] and [16], which consists of four
rigid bodies, namely, the rear frame, the front fork with the
handlebar, and the rear and front knife-edge wheels. The
four bodies are interconnected by revolute hinges and, in
the reference configuration, they are all symmetric relative
to the bicycle longitudinal axis. The contact between the
stiff nonslipping wheels and the flat level surface is modeled by holonomic constraints in the normal direction as
well as by nonholonomic constraints in the longitudinal
and lateral direction.
In spite of its simplicity, this model adequately describes
the main dynamics of the bicycle as validated by experiment [21]. This model considers three degrees of freedom,
namely, the roll angle f ( t ), the steering angle d ( t ), and the
speed v ( t). The linearized equations of motion are two coupled second-order ordinary differential equations written
in matrix form as
$
#
Mq ( t ) 1 v ( t ) C1q ( t ) 1 ( K0 1 v ( t ) 2 K2 ) q ( t ) 5 f ( t ),

(1)

with
f( t)
q (t) 5 C
S,
d( t)

FIGURE 2 Prototype of the instrumented bicycle built at ABB Corporate Research, Baden, Switzerland, in collaboration with the
Dipartimento di Automatica e Informatica of Politecnico di Torino,
Italy. This prototype is based on a commercial city bicycle, from
which brakes, chain, crankset, and pedals are removed. The vehicle is equipped with an encoder on the rear wheel, a rate gyro, and
a potentiometer measuring the bicycle speed, roll velocity, and
steering angle, respectively. Furthermore, a torque-driven servomotor provides a torque on the steering axis, while a general purpose ABB AC 800PEC includes a computational unit, a data
acquisition unit, and a communication unit.
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T ( t)
f ( t) 5 C f S ,
Td ( t )

where Tf ( t ) is an exogenous roll-torque disturbance and
Td ( t ) is the steering torque provided by the actuator on the
handlebar axis. The remaining quantities are the symmetric mass matrix M, the speed-dependent damping matrix
v ( t ) C1, and the stiffness matrix, which is the sum of a
constant symmetric part K0 and a quadratically speeddependent part v2K2. The entries of these matrices depend
on the geometric parameters of the bicycle [14], [16].
The linearized ordinary differential equation (1) is
rewritten in state-space form choosing the roll angle f ( t ) ,
#
#
the steering angle d ( t ) , and their derivatives f ( t ) and d ( t ) ,
respectively, as state variables. The control input u ( t ) is the
torque Td ( t ) applied to the handlebar axis. The measured

(2)

y ( t ) 5 Cx ( t ) 1 Du ( t ),

(3)

where
T
#
#
x ( t ) 5 Bf ( t ) d ( t ) f (t) d( t)R , u ( t ) 5 Td ( t ), y ( t ) 5 x ( t). (4)

The entries of the matrices A( v ( t)), B, C, and D depend on
the geometry as well as the physical parameters of the
bicycle [14]. In particular, the numerical values of the
matrices A( v ( t)), B, C, and D for the prototype shown in
Figure 2 are
A( v) 5
0
0
≥
13.67
4.857

0
0
0.225 2 1.319 v2 ( t )
10.81 2 1.125 v2 ( t)

0
1
0
0
B5 ≥
¥, C5 ≥
2 0.339
0
7.457
0

1
0
2 0.164 v (t)
3.621 v ( t)
0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
1
¥,
2 0.552 v ( t )
2 2.388 v ( t)

0
0
0
0
¥, D5 ≥ ¥.
0
0
1
0

The dependence of A( v ( t )) on the speed v ( t ) qualifies
the system (2)–(3) as an LPV model, that is, for each constant value of the time-varying parameter v ( t ), (2) and (3)
describe a linear time-invariant system.
The eigenvalue locations of the system (2), (3) are
depicted in Figure 3 for various values of v ( t ) in the interval 3 0, 10 4 m/s. When the speed v ( t ) is zero, the system
has four real eigenvalues, l1 5 3.23, l2 5 23.23, l3 5 3.74,
and l4 5 23.74, marked with circles in Figure 3. Since the
eigenvalues l1 and l3 are in the open right-half plane, the
bicycle is unstable when its speed is zero. As the speed
increases, the eigenvalues l1 and l3 meet and become
complex conjugate at v ( t ) < 0.5 m/s. The real part of the
complex eigenvalue pair decreases as the speed increases.
Following [22], this mode is called the weave mode, which
becomes stable at the speed v ( t ) 5 vw < 3.4 m/s. The
eigenvalue l2 remains real and moves toward the open
right-half plane with increasing speed and becomes
unstable at the critical speed v ( t ) 5 vc < 4.1 m/s. The
eigenvalue l4 moves to the left as the speed increases. For
large speed v, the eigenvalue l2 approaches zero. The
values of vw and vc depend on the value of the bicycle
parameters and the bicycle’s geometry.
Since the plant dynamics depend strongly on the
speed, it is evident that the task of controlling a riderless
bicycle is a challenging problem. In Figure 4, the real
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FIGURE 3 Eigenvalue trajectories for the uncontrolled bicycle for
speed v ( t ) taking values between 0 and 10 m/s. The red circles
correspond to the eigenvalues of the prototype for v ( t ) 5 0 m/s.
For this speed the uncontrolled vehicle is unstable since two
eigenvalues are located in the open right-half plane.
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output y ( t ) includes all of the state variables. On the basis
of the above considerations and from (1), the state-space
equations are
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FIGURE 4 Real part of the eigenvalues of the matrix A (v ( t )) as a
function of the speed v ( t ) . The red dots denote eigenvalues with
positive real part, while the blue dots denote eigenvalues with
negative real part. This figure shows that the dynamic behavior of
the bicycle depends on its speed. More precisely, the uncontrolled
bicycle can balance itself around the vertical equilibrium point for
a speed range v between about 3.4 m/s and 4.1 m/s, where the
real part of each eigenvalue is negative.

part of the eigenvalues of the matrix A( v ( t)) in (4) is
reported as a function of the speed v ( t ) . It can be shown
that, for constant speed values v between about 3.4
m/s and 4.1 m/s, the uncontrolled bicycle can balance
itself in the vertical equilibrium since the real part of all
eigenvalues of the matrix A ( v ) are negative. As shown
in [12], for speed values higher than 4.1 m/s, the unstable mode can be stabilized by applying a leaning torque
as, for instance, the torque caused by a suitable rider
body motion that shifts the center of gravity, as experienced in hands-free riding.
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CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION
We consider the design of a control system to automatically balance a riderless bicycle in the upright position.
This problem can be formulated as the design of a feedback controller that guarantees the stability of the LPV
system described by (2) and (3) when the speed v ( t ) is
allowed to vary in the interval 3 0, g 4 , and its derivative
#
#
v ( t ) satisfies the constraint |v ( t )|# r, where g and r
are known constants. Since the prototype under
consideration is not equipped with an active wheel traction system, during the experimental tests a human
operator makes the bicycle run by pushing it for few
seconds. For these experimental conditions, g 5 5 m/s
and r 5 0.5 m/s2.

Since all the state variables of system (2), (3) are measured, a static state-feedback control structure is chosen.
Furthermore, since the dynamics of the system to be controlled depend on the time-varying parameter v ( t ) and a
measurement of that parameter is available, an LPV
controller of the form u 5 K (v ( t )) x is sought that, on the
basis of the measurements of v ( t ) and x ( t ), provides the
control input u ( t ) that guarantees stability of the closed#
loop LPV system when v ( t ) [ 3 0, g 4 and |v ( t )| # r.
Exploiting results on LPV control discussed in “StateFeedback Stabilization of Linear-Parameter-Varying Systems,” it can be shown [23] that a stabilizing state-feedback
controller K( v ( t )) exists if and only if the linear matrix
inequality (LMI)

State-Feedback Stabilization of Linear-Parameter-Varying Systems

C

onsider the continuous-time linear-parameter-varying (LPV)
dynamic system
#
x (t ) 5 A ( p (t )) x ( t ) 1B ( p ( t )) u ( t ),
y (t ) 5 C ( p ( t )) x (t ) 1D ( p ( t )) u (t ),

(S1)
(S2)

where p ( t ) [ Rm, for all t [ R 1 , is the time-varying parameter.
In addition, suppose that p(t) is differentiable for all t [ R 1 .
The following result provides the basis for the design of a statefeedback stabilizing controller of the form u 5 K ( p (t )) x. For this
purpose, let gi, ri $ 0, i 5 1, c, m, and define the sets
P 5 5 p : R 1 S Rm, |pi (t ) | # gi, i 5 1, c, q, t [ R 1 6 ,
#
S 5 5 p : R 1 S Rm, |pi (t )| # ri, i 5 1, c, q, t [ R 1 6 .

PROPOSITION 1 [23]
Assume there exists a matrix X ( p (t )) 5 X T ( p (t )) s 0 such that
X ( p (t )) ( A ( p (t )) 1 BK ( p ( t ))) 1 ( A ( p (t ))
m
1BK ( p ( t )))T X ( p (t )) 1 a
r ('X (p (t )) /'pi (t )) a 0,
i51 i
(S3)
for all p (t ) [ P d S. Then the zero solution of the closed-loop
system
#
x (t ) 5 ( A ( p ( t )) 1 BK ( p ( t ))) x (t )
(S4)
is exponentially stable for all trajectories of the time-varying
parameter p (t ) such that p (t ) [ P d S.
Proposition 1 states that the problem of designing a feedback controller that guarantees exponential stability of the LPV
system described by (S1) and (S2) can be solved by performing
a numerical search for a pair of parameter-dependent matrices
X ( p (t )) and K ( p (t )) that satisfy the matrix inequality (S3). Unfortunately, since inequality (S3) is a nonlinear constraint on the
variables X ( p (t )) and K ( p (t )), we are faced with a nonlinear feasibility problem. However, by means of suitable manipulations, it
can be shown [23] that the existence of a pair of matrices X ( p (t ))
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and K ( p (t )) satisfying the nonconvex constraint (S3) is equivalent to the existence of the matrices
Y ( p (t )) 8 X 21 ( p ( t )) s 0,
K ( p (t )) 8 K ( p (t )) X 21 ( p (t )),

(S5)
(S6)

satisfying the linear matrix inequality (LMI)
T
A ( p (t )) Y ( p ( t )) 1 BK ( p (t )) 1 Y ( p ( t )) AT ( p (t )) 1 K ( p (t )) BT

2a

m
i51

ri ( 'Y ( p (t ))/'pi ( t )) a 0.

(S7)

Solutions to LMIs can be found through efficient convex optimization tools [27].
Due to the dependence on the parameter p(t), (S5) and (S7)
represent parameterized linear matrix inequalities (PLMIs), which
are an infinite family of LMIs that depend on one or more known parameters. As discussed in [23], the simplest approach to reducing
the problem to the solution of a finite set of LMIs is parameter discretization. More precisely, the infinite-dimensional family of LMIs
in (S7) can be approximately converted to a finite collection of LMIs
by gridding the space of parameter values and exploiting a finitedifference approximation for the partial derivatives. The problem
of solving a class of PLMI more general than the one considered
here is addressed in [28], which presents a systematic approach
for selecting the gridding density to guarantee global solvability of
the PLMIs over all p (t ) [ P. Although the gridding approach provides approximate solutions, it leads to a collection of LMIs whose
dimension grows rapidly with the number of varying parameters
making it computationally cumbersome. For these reasons, alternative methods [26] provide guaranteed solutions of PLMIs. Since
these methods are based on the idea of constructing a convex
relaxation of the original PLMI, they are intrinsically conservative.
The research challenge is thus to reduce this conservatism. Along
these lines, a methodology based on sum of squares decomposition is discussed for the case of polynomial LPV systems in [26].

is satisfied, where
Y ( v ( t)) 8 X 21 ( v ( t)) s 0, K ( v ( t )) 8 K (v ( t)) X 21 ( v ( t)),

(6)

and X( v ( t )) is symmetric. Due to the dependence on the
parameter v ( t ) , (5) qualifies as a parameterized linear
matrix inequality (PLMI), which is equivalent to an infinite family of LMIs. Among various approaches for transforming (5) into a finite collection of standard LMIs,
parameter discretization is exploited here. More precisely,
by dividing the interval 3 0, g 4 into N subintervals and
exploiting a forward difference approximation for the
derivative, constraint (5) is approximated by the finite collection of LMIs
Y ( jh) s 0,

j 5 0, . . . , N 2 1,

;r

h

a 0,

j 5 0, . . . , N 2 1, (8)

where h is the width of the velocity subintervals.
The discretization is performed by choosing N 5 100
and h 5 0.05 m/s. According to [24], to guarantee a minimal damping ratio z and a maximal natural frequency v n
for the eigenvalues of the matrix A( v ( t)) 1 BK ( v ( t)), for each
fixed value of v ( t) 5 jh obtained from the discretization of
the interval 3 0, g 4 , the constraints

2

vn

Y ( jh )
"1 2 z2
≥
T
Y ( jh ) A( jh)T 1 K ( jh)BT

A( jh) Y ( jh) 1 B ( jh) K ( jh)
¥ a 0,
vn
2
Y ( jh)
"1 2 z2

j 5 0, . . . , N 2 1,

3
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FIGURE 5 Location of the controlled bicycle eigenvalues for speed
v ( t ) in the interval 0–5 m/s. The root locus for the closed-loop
system lies in the region defined by the damping ratio constraints
corresponding to z $ 0.6.

(7)

T
A( jh ) Y ( jh ) 1 BK ( jh ) 1 Y ( jh ) AT ( jh) 1 K ( jh ) BT

Y ( jh 1 h ) 2 Y ( jh )

4
Eigenvalue Imaginary Part (rad/s)

T
A( v ( t)) Y ( v ( t )) 1 BK( v ( t)) 1 Y ( v ( t )) AT ( v ( t )) 1 K (v ( t )) BT
# dY ( v ( t ))
2v ( t )
a0
(5)
dv

(9)

( A ( jh) Y ( jh) 1 BK ( jh) 1 Y ( jh) A( jh)T 1 K T ( jh)BT ) "1 2 z2
C
(Y ( jh) A( jh )T 2 K T ( jh)BT 2 A( jh) Y ( jh) 2 BK ( jh)) z

A feasible solution over the set of LMIs described by
(7)–(10) is computed using the Matlab solver SeDuMi [25].
Using the computed values of the discretized variables
Y ( jh ) and K ( jh ) , continuous solutions Y ( v ( t )) and K ( v ( t ) )
are formed by linear interpolation. Finally, the statefeedback gain matrix K ( v ( t )) is obtained from (6) as
K ( v ( t )) 5 K ( v ( t)) Y ( v ( t)) 21. The locations of the closed-loop
eigenvalues when v ( t ) ranges from 0 m/s to 5 m/s are
depicted in Figure 5.
Since the bicycle dynamics depend on only a single
parameter, we use gridding, although this approach provides only an approximate solution and becomes computationally cumbersome when the number of varying
parameters increases. For the bicycle, a fine discretization
can be performed since, in the case of one parameter, the
number of LMI constraints grows linearly with the
number of grid points. An alternative approach for the
approximate solution of the linear matrix inequality (5) in
the presence of a large number of parameters is discussed
in [26].

PROTOTYPE DESCRIPTION
( A( jh) Y ( jh) 1 BK( jh) 2 Y ( jh) A( jh )T 2 K T( jh)BT )z
S a 0,
( A( jh)Y( jh) 1 BK ( jh) 1Y ( jh) A( jh)T 1 K T( jh)BT ) "1 2 z2
j 5 0, . . . , N 2 1,

(10)

are added to the design problem.
The minimal damping factor z is set to 0.6 to avoid underdamped oscillation in the response, while v n 5 20 rad/s
is selected based on the plant model simulation, which
reveals that for v n . 25 rad/s a steering torque larger than
1.5 N-m is required, leading to saturation of the actuator
mounted on the prototype.

The prototype used for the experiment is built from a commercial city bicycle whose brakes, chain, crankset, and
pedals are removed. To implement the control law, the bicycle is equipped with an industrial processing platform, an
actuator providing the torque on the handlebar axis, and
three sensors.

Processing Platform
The processing platform is the AC 800PEC, made by ABB,
which includes a computational unit, a data acquisition
unit, and a communication unit. In particular, the processor module is a 64-bit IEEE floating-point RISC processor,
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FIGURE 6 Detail of the instrumented prototype. Through a lever
system, a servomotor mounted on the top tube applies a torque to
the bicycle handlebar. Next to the servomotor, a rate gyro senses the
angular velocity. Behind the servomotor and rate gyro is the electronic circuitry for conditioning the actuator and sensors signals.

400-MHz clock rate, 32-MByte SDRAM, 16-MByte flash
memory, and a field programmable gate array (FPGA).
Moreover, the computational unit is characterized by preemptive multitasking with three configurable basic tasks.
The basic cycle time is 25 ms, while the controller update
interval is 10 ms.
The input/output (I/O) module provides general
purpose analog and digital interfaces, namely, three
analog inputs with a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), three analog outputs with a 12-bit digital-toanalog converter (DAC), 12 digital inputs, and 16 digital
relay outputs.
A communication unit handles all internal communications between the controller and the I/O module, communication with external systems, and programming and
service tools. All the main industrial interfaces are available, namely, Ethernet, CANopen, MODBUS, panel interface, and optical modules. In particular, the Ethernet
interface is used to program the AC 800PEC controller and,
while the software is running, to monitor and tune the software variables as well as to read the real-time data saved in
the flash memory.
The AC 800PEC is programmed through the Matlab/
Simulink environment and Matlab Real-Time Workshop. The controller is implemented by means of the
ABB proprietary AC PEC800 Toolbox, containing Simulink blocks and functions compatible with the available hardware.

Actuator
FIGURE 7 Detail of the instrumented bicycle. The encoder on the
rear wheel uses a Hall effect sensor and 36 ferrous metal plates.
Calculation of the speed based on the sensor pulses is performed
by the AC 800PEC processing platform.
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To apply the torque Td to the steering axis of the bicycle, a
Euroline Mammut servomotor is used. This servomotor,
originally intended for use with model aircraft and minihelicopters, is designed for position control. Therefore, the
internal circuitry is modified to achieve a controllable
torque output. The voltage-torque characteristic is determined by means of experimental measurements. The available torque is limited to 61.5 N-m because of an internal
current limitation of 2.5 A. The actuator power supply is a
rechargeable 6-V NiMh battery pack providing more than
2.5 A. The torque is applied by the servomotor to the
handlebar axis through the mechanical connection shown
in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 8 Uncontrolled bicycle. Evolution of the roll angle f ( t ) . The
riderless prototype is pushed to a speed v ( t ) 5 3 m/s and then
released. For this speed the open-loop system is unstable. The roll
angle reaches about 20° after 3.5 s before falling down.
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To implement the control system, the variables to be measured are the bicycle speed v ( t ) , the roll angle f ( t ) , and
( )
the steering
# angle d t , as well as their time derivatives
#
f ( t ) and d ( t ), respectively. Additionally, the bandwidth of
the sensors has to be higher than the bandwidth of the
measured signals. To determine the expected bandwidth
and range of the quantities to be measured, the feedbackcontrolled system is simulated. Simulation shows that the
maximum deviation of the steering angle d ( t ) and roll
angle f ( t ) from the straight ahead position are expected

v5

1 2prw
.
Tp 36

#
A rate gyro is used to measure the roll velocity f ( t ),
while numerical integration of its output provides an
estimate of the roll angle f ( t ) . When the controller is
turned on, the initial condition of the integration is given
by a pendulum connected to the bicycle frame through a
linear potentiometer. More precisely, the initial value of
the roll angle is selected as the mean value of the pendulum angle oscillations.
Measurement of the steering angle d ( t ) is obtained
by means of the servomotor built-in potentiometer
giving a linear output between 1.1 V and 2 V for a 630°
range. Measurements of the steering angular velocity
#
d ( t ) are obtained through filtered numerical differentiation of the steering angle.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the experimental data are collected from the time the
operator releases the vehicle. Since the tests are performed in
a room, the maximal value of the bicycle speed considered is
about 3 m/s. Control of a riderless bicycle is more challenging at such low velocities, since the system is open-loop
unstable for values of the speed v ( t ) less than 3.4 m/s. Three
different experimental tests, described below, are performed.

Uncontrolled Bicycle
In the first test the prototype is run with the control system
switched off. This test is performed to show that the openloop riderless bicycle is unstable when the speed v ( t ) is
less than 3.4 m/s. The vehicle is pushed to a speed of about
3 m/s and then released. The evolution of the roll angle
f ( t ) is shown in Figure 8. As expected, after a few seconds
f ( t ) rapidly increases, reaching a value of about 20° just
before falling down.

Controlled Bicycle
In this test the prototype is pushed by the operator until
the speed reaches 1.7 m/s, and then it is released. The test
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FIGURE 9 Controlled bicycle. Evolution of the roll angle f ( t ) . The prototype is pushed to the speed v ( t ) 5 1.7 m/s. The test stops when the
vehicle reaches the end of the room. After about 10 s, the amplitude
of the bicycle roll angle is driven to 0.1° starting from the initial condition2 2.25°. The designed linear-parameter-varying control system
thus balances the riderless bicycle in the upright position.

1
Steering Torque Tδ (t ) (N-m)

to be no larger than 15° and 40°, respectively. In
# addition,
#
the maximum roll rate f ( t ) and steering rate d ( t ) remain
below 100 deg/s.
The bicycle speed is measured by means of a specially built encoder, using a Hall effect sensor and 36
ferrous metal plates placed on the real wheel, as shown
in Figure 7. The power supply for the encoder is taken
from the AC 800PEC I/O module, and the output signal
from the Hall effect sensor is digital and compatible
with the AC 800PEC digital input interface. A routine
for detecting the transition from zero to one is implemented, and the time Tp between two pulses, caused by
the 36 plates when passing in front of the Hall sensor, is
counted. Denoting by rw the radius of the rear wheel, the
bicycle speed is computed as
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FIGURE 10 Controlled prototype. Steering torque Td ( t ) applied to
the handlebar axis of the controlled bicycle. The absolute value of
the amplitude of the steering torque remains less than 1.5 N-m,
corresponding to the maximum torque that can be provided by the
servomotor.

stops when the vehicle reaches the end of the room. The
final speed is 1 m/s. The evolution of the roll angle f ( t )
is depicted in Figure 9, which shows that the designed
LPV control system balances the riderless bicycle in the
upright position. In fact, after about 10 s, the amplitude of
the roll angle f ( t ) is driven to a value of about 0.1° starting from the initial condition f ( 0 ) < 22.25°. The steering torque Td ( t ) applied on the handlebar axis is shown
in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the bicycle speed, while
Figure 12 shows the values of the state feedback gain
matrix K ( v ( t )).
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FIGURE 12 Controlled bicycle. Controller gains kf [N-m/rad] (solid
thick), kd [N-m/rad] (dash-dot), k f# . [N-m-s/rad] (solid thin), k d#
[N-m-s/rad] (dashed). The controller gains vary with the bicycle
speed v ( t ) .

Controlled Bicycle with External
Impulsive Roll-Torque Disturbance
In this test the prototype is pushed by the operator until the
speed reaches 2.1 m/s, and then it is released. The test
stops when the vehicle reaches the end of the room. The
final speed is about 1.6 m/s.
To evaluate the robustness of the designed control
system against exogenous disturbances, such as a side
wind gust, the human operator slaps the rear frame of
the prototype. This input can be modeled as an impulsive roll-torque disturbance of about 26 N-m. The lateral
30 IEEE CONTROL SYSTEMS MAGAZINE
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FIGURE 13 Controlled bicycle in the presence of an external impulsive roll-torque disturbance. The last plot shows the evolution of the
roll angle f ( t ) when the external impulsive roll-torque disturbance
is about 26 N-m. The experimental data are collected from the time
the roll-torque disturbance is applied to the bicycle. As a consequence of the disturbance, the roll angle reaches about –2.75° at
t < 0.6 s, after which it is attenuated by the linear parameter-varying control system, decreasing to less than 0.75° around t < 5.6 s.
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FIGURE 11 Speed v ( t ) of the controlled riderless bicycle. Since the
prototype is not equipped with actuated wheels, during the experimental tests, a human operator makes the bicycle run by pushing it
for a few seconds. The bicycle speed thus decreases after the
operator releases it, starting from 1.7 m/s. After 10.5 s the vehicle
reaches the end of the room, and the test stops.
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FIGURE 14 Controlled bicycle in the presence of an external impulsive
roll-torque disturbance. The plot shows the evolution of the steering
torque Td ( t ) applied to the handlebar axis to balance the bicycle. The
absolute value of Td ( t ) remains less than 1.5 N-m, which corresponds to the maximum torque provided by the servomotor.

disturbance is applied just after the time the vehicle
is released.
Experimental data are collected from the time the roll
torque disturbance is applied to the prototype. The evolution of the roll angle f ( t ) is illustrated in Figure 13, which
shows that the designed LPV control system effectively balances the riderless bicycle in the upright position in the presence of the roll torque disturbance. As a consequence of the
slap, the roll angle f ( t ) reaches a maximum value of about
22.75° at t < 0.6 s, after which it is attenuated by the control
system, decreasing to less than 0.75° around t < 5.6 s. The
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FIGURE 15 Controlled bicycle speed v ( t ) in the presence of an
external impulsive roll-torque disturbance. In this test the operator pushes the prototype until the speed reaches 2.1 m/s, then
releases it, and slaps the rear frame of the bicycle. The test
stops when the vehicle reaches the end of the room. The final
speed is about 1.6 m/s.

steering torque Td ( t ) applied on the handlebar axis is
shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows the speed, while Figure
16 provides the state feedback gain matrix K ( v ( t)).

CONCLUSIONS
We considered the problem of designing a control system
capable of automatically balancing a riderless bicycle in the
upright position. Since the dynamics of the system to be
controlled depends on the bicycle speed, an LPV state-feedback controller based on the online measurement of the
system states as well as the speed is discussed. The design
of the stabilizing LPV controller is formulated in terms of
an LMI feasibility problem. To bound the damping and
natural frequency of the closed-loop eigenvalues, suitable
constraints are added to the design problem. The control
system is implemented on the processing platform ABB AC
800PEC and installed on a riderless prototype equipped
with suitable sensors and actuators. Experimental tests
show that the designed LPV controller effectively balances
the bicycle in the presence of external disturbances.
One direction for future research is the development of
a more complex control system to drive the bicycle along a
predefined path. The development of such a control system
requires additional sensors, such as a global positioning
sensor, to localize the bicycle with respect to an inertial
frame as well as new actuators to make the bicycle self-propelled. Furthermore, path-following applications are likely
to require the design of new control strategies.
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